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INTRODUCTION

The development of Safety Criteria for Nuclear Power Generation has caused the
installation of complicated, multi-component Safety Systems.

In most of the currently operated PWR plants, the Active part of the Safety Systems
(ASS) consists of Impeller Pumps (IP), Electric Motors (EM) and valves. The complicated
layout (redundancy, cooling and lubrication) of these systems is obviously caused by the
relatively low reliability of each of the basic components. On the other hand, the
complicated layout influences directly the capital and production expenditures, finally
rising the cost of generated electricity.

The main disadvantages of the IP - EM couple, which contribute to the high cost and
complicated layout of the system are, as follows:

IP: - physical incapability to deliver constant flow rate at varying head (hydraulic
resistance);

- essential sealing;
- essential lubrication;
- essential cooling;
- includes moving (rotating) parts;

EM: - essential electricity supply;
- essential lubrication;
- essential cooling;

The following article presents for discussion a concept for significant simplification,
and consequently - cost reduction of Nuclear Power Plants ASS. The idea is to replace the
IP-EM couple in some of the ASS with a two-phase injection jet device (IJD), without
decreasing the overall ASS reliability. Considering the special physical properties of the
IJD, such a replacement would eliminate the disadvantages listed above, although it will
bring up new demands.

The authors aim to demonstrate the following:

- IJD is capable of fulfilling the functions of the IP-EM couple in certain ASS in PWR
Nuclear Power Plants;

- The essential conditions for IJD functioning as a basic element of ASS are present in
the current Nuclear Power Plants during all accidents, requiring activation of the relevant
ASS.

A short review of IJD characteristics, revealed during our previous studies [1], is
presented below.

I. INJECTOR JET DEVICE

The theoretical basis of the two-phase injector jet device (IJD) is presented in [2].



Newly discovered properties of this device are outlined in later works [3] and [4]
which regard the IJD mainly as a means to increase the working medium pressure 1.5 -
2.0 times. This particular characteristic of the IJD, which is due to the unique processes
occurring in its discharge sector, gives it a special advantage over all other jet devices.

The principal structure of a two-phase jet injector is shown on fig.1. Physically, the
IJD converts the kinetic energy and enthalpy of the working medium (steam) into potential
in the condensation jump, which occurs in the mixing chamber. The working medium
expands in the steam jet, producing low pressure, which draws the injected medium
(water). The mixture flow is then slowed down in the mixing chamber, which causes
pressure increase. Due to the working medium condensation and appropriately chosen
geometry of the outflow part, it is possible to rise the outlet mixture pressure above the
pressure of the working medium.

As illustrated on fig.1, the IJD consists of the following basic elements:
1 - injected medium (water) inlet channel;
2 - working medium (steam) inlet channel;
3 - injector working channel including inlet chamber, mixing chamber and diffuser;
4 - outflow (pumping) channel;
5 - fixing flanges;
6 - steam jet;
7 - working channel displacement mechanism.

The most interesting property of this device is the capability of sustaining constant
flow rate regardless of the variations in the system's hydraulic resistance, outflow pressure
being function only of the resistance, which is to be overcome. Thus, within certain limits,
the IJD output pressure can vary between injected water initial pressure (Pb) and the
maximal value (Pc) obtainable under the specific conditions (steam pressure, discharge
flowrate), without operator intervention. A qualitative comparison between IP and IJD
pumping heads versus flow rate is presented on fig. 2.
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Tig.2
A method for engineering calculation of IJD proDertics >s enveloped and validated

against experiments, carried out with a sample IJD on a special!1/ built test facility. Some of
the results of this work are presented below.

1.1 IJD efficiency, steam and water flow rates.
In the theory of jet devices, productivity is assessed through the injection factor (U), which
is the ratio between water and steam flow rates. The comparison between experimentally
defined and calculated injection factors is presented on fig. 3 and fig. 4.
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On all figures, the calculation results are shown with solid lines, and the experimental
results - with data points.

Best coincidence is noticed at low pressures of the injected water, similar to the
pressure in most ASS tanks. The results at varying temperature of the injected water (Tb)
are of the same character. The overall relative error in defining of the working injection
factor for all experimental values does not exceed 3%.
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1.2 Maximal output pressure

The basic parameters, which influence the maximal IJD output pressure are
presented on fig. 5. Especially interesting is the fact that the maximal output pressure
remains practically constant while the injection factor changes significantly.
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The maximal output mixture pressure (Pc) is obtained in the experiments by adjusting
the flow resistance cf the test loop. Fig. 6 clearly shows that Pc depends mainly on the
steam pressure (Pp), and for this particular IJD geometry Pc/Pp - 1.7.

There is a satisfactory coincidence between the experimental and calculated results.
The maximal relative error does not exceed 10%.

Every point on fig. 5 and fig. 6 corresponds to the maximal output pressure for the
relevant conditions. The complete flow - head diagram for each case is a straight vertical
line (fig. 2).

The stability of IJD functioning improves when the inlet water temperature decreases.

1.3 Conditions for IJD implementation as a basic ASS element

1. Development of the necessary head
The head developed by IJD depends only on the working medium (steam) pressure.

The geometry of the IJD presented here allows the development of a head which is 1.7
times greater than the working medium pressure.

2. Development of the necessary flow rate
The constant flow rate, sustained by the IJD during the whole transient allows the

whole range of necessary heads to be covered by only one type of IJD. The necessary
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flow rate can be developed either by a larger capacity IJD or by multiple IJDs of a smaller
capacity.

3. Reliable supply of working medium
Steam Generators (SG) are regarded as suitable sources of working medium for

accidents with decrease of the primary side pressure, and the Pressurizer (PRZ) for
accidents with increase of the primary side pressure. The availability of more than one SG
rises the problem of optimal feed line layout. The delivery of working medium with certain
parameters, necessary for different accidents will be discussed below.

4. Temperature of the injected water
When the difference between the temperatures of the working medium (steam) and

the injected medium (water) decreases, IJD productivity decreases too. In some accidents
this will impose the necessity for cooling of the injected medium. This necessity may limit
the ASS independence from electricity supply, depending on the precisely evaluated
possibility for passive cooling of the injected medium.

II. APPLICATION OF IJD IN THE ACTIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS (ASS)

In this section we shall comment briefly on some basic accidents in Nuclear Power
Plants with PWR reactors. These accidents are studied, modelled and described in great
detail in many previous studies [5.6].

While commenting on the accident scenarios, our point of concern will be the ASS
action, necessary to bring the reactor to a safe state. From this point of view, the vast
variety of possible accidents may be split in two basic types:

a) accidents without depressurization of the primary side, where the major ASS
function is to supply the SG emergency feedwater system;

b) accidents with depressurization of the primary side, which require activation of the
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS).

We shall show, that ASS functioning does not deteriorate if the IP-EM couple is
replaced with a IJD, where such a replacement is possible. We shall also show, that the
conditions for IJD functioning as an element of the ASS are present during the considered
accidents. Finally, commenting on the analysis of one of the most probable severe
accidents, we shall demonstrate the importance of one of the IJD main advantages - the
independence from electricity supply.

11.1 Accidents without primary side depressurization

Regardless of the variety of initial causes and scenarios, all these accidents set the
same problem for ASS action: feed water must be delivered to the SGs with such
parameters and at such flow rate, that safe removal of the residual core heat is guaranteed
for long periods even if only one SG is available.

In order to meet this demand, the IP-EM couple performs two functions:
a) delivery of the necessary flow rate;
b) development of the head, necessary to overcome the pressure difference between

the source (Deaerator, tanks) and consumer (SG) of feed water, including the hydraulic
resistance of the relevant line;

Let us now consider the capability of the IJD to perform these functions, using as a
working medium the steam from intact Sgs, as shown on fig. 7.
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Figure 7.

1-Steam Generator 2 - Injector (IJD) 3 • Water Storage Tank

11.1.1 Flowrate of the emergency feedwater supplied by IJD

The delivery of the necessary flowrate depends on four factors:

- IJD geometry;
- working medium (steam) flow rate;
- water inventory in the source;
- temperature difference between the working medium and injected medium (water).

If the other three factors are present, the geometry of the IJD described in Chapter I
provides a constant flow rate. As it was mentioned above, this flowrate can be easily
varied by installation of multiple IJDs.

The necessary flow rate ccn be assessed by the injection factor, which is the ratio
between water and steam flow rates. For the studied IJD the injection factor is within the
range 10 - 30. Obviously, the steam produced even by one SG will be sufficient for a IJD
with such injection factor to feed all (3, 4 or 6) Sgs?

The water inventory in the storage tank is not influenced by the replacement of the IP-
EM with a IJD.

The necessary temperature difference between the working medium and the injected
medium is certain to be provided during the whole transient, because of the different
conditions in the SG and in the water storage tank.

It should be noted, that the reliability of steam supply does not depend on steam
sources (their capacity being many times larger than the necessary), but on the feed lines,
valves and controls. This problem should be addressed in detail during the reliability
assessment of the emergency feed water system as a whole.

11.1.2 IJD head for emergency feed water supply to Sgs

Having in mind, that the pressure in the water source is close to atmospheric, and
that the hydraulic resistance of the lines does not exceed 3% of the SG secondary
pressure (P^), we conclude, that IJD must develop a head of - 1.05 P9g in order to provide
feed water to the relevant SG during the accident.

In Chapter I. we have already shown that IJD output pressure depends linearly on
working medium pressure, with a factor of 1.5 - 1.7 for this particular IJD. Obviously, the
SG being a source of working medium and consumer of the injected medium in the same
time, the necessary head is always available with a considerable margin.

II. 2 Accidents with depressurization of the primary side

We shall focus our attention mainly on the accidents with leakage of primary coolant
into air-tight compartments. In this case, the major part in accident mitigation is played by
the ECCS pumps. The replacement of the IP-EM to IJD raises similar problems, most
important of which are the following:
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- development of the head necessary to overcome the pressure in the primary side
and the hydraulic resistance of the line;

- sustaining of the temperature difference between the working medium and the
injected medium.

Here we assume that IJD is supplied with steam from SG(s), as shown in fig.7.

11.2.1 Development of the necessary head

Considering the behaviour of primary pressure, we can split these accidents in two
types: accidents with large loss of coolant (LB LOCA) and accidents with small loss of
coolant (SB LOCA). The main difference between them is, that in case of LB LOCA the
primary side empties quickly - within 30 seconds, while in case of a SB LOCA primary
pressure is kept quite high (approximately equal to SG secondary pressure) for a relatively
long time.

During the analysis of LB LOCA [7], no attention was paid to the pressure in the Sgs.
This is due to several reasons, one being the imperfect computer codes, used for accident
modelling. Obviously, in such accidents, the SG steam can not be used as IJD working
medium due to the low (if any) heat transfer to the secondary side. Further analysis is
necessary in order to prove IJD capability to cope with such accidents, using other
sources of working medium. One possible solution is to use as working medium the
steam, generated in the core during the accident.

In this report we shall focus only on SB LOCA accidents.

The IJD presented here can be used in such accidents, being capable of increasing
the output pressure to 1.7 times the working medium source pressure. For PWR reactors
of the VVER-1000 type, the IJD can start working on SG supplied steam when primary
pressure has decreased to - 10 MPa. In a large number of SB LOCA models studied by
the authors this pressure occurs during the first 10s of the transient.

When a SB LOCA occurs together with a loss of the NPP internal electricity supply,
IJD could start delivering water to the primary side much faster than the standard ECCS
pumps, which depend on Diesel Generators (DG) start up time.

11.2.2 Sustaining of the temperature difference between the working medium and the
injected medium

The reliable functioning of IJD requires a certain temperature difference between the
working medium and the injected medium. This temperature difference influences
considerably IJD head, bringing it to zero if reduced below certain limit.

After its reserve water inventory is exhausted, the ECCS switches to recirculation
from the reactor building sump, thus bringing the leaked (and still hot) water to the primary
circuit. At this stage the sump contains saturated liquid, and reactor building safeguards
are activated to reduce the pressure in the relevant compartments. Thus, the sump water
temperature is hardly above 100 C. On the other hand, the steam pressure in the SG is
determined by the functioning of SG steam dump valves and safety relief valves, which
keep it high enough to provide the necessary temperature difference. Hence, the
introduction of an IJD provides better conditions for the functioning of ECCS heat
exchangers and reduces the risk of pressurized thermal shock in the reactor vessel, being
capable of pumping warmer water than the IP-EM couple during sump recirculation.

II.3 Beyond Design Basis Accident : Complete blackout with failure of the Diesel
Generators to start

Beyond Design Basis Accidents have very low probability of occurring, but
nevertheless are seriously analyzed, especially after the Three Mile Island and Chernobil
accidents.
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"Complete blackout" means loss of electricity supply to all consumers, except those
of category I. Being dependent on electric power, the IP-EM couple is inoperable in such
conditions, thus making the whole ECCS unavailable The analyses of this scenario for
VVER-1000 [8] show, that core uncovering occurs at - 242 minutes after the beginning of
the transient, due to primary coolant blow-out through PRZ relief valves. The smaller water
inventory in the primary side of western (e.g. USA) PWRs makes this period 2 - 4 times
smaller.

The replacement of IP-EM to IJD in this case eliminates the necessity of electricity
supply, thus making the ECCS available and bringing the accident into the range of
accidents without primary side depressurization - foreseen and manageable by design.
Here we come to the conclusion, that IJD introduction in ASS eliminates one of the most
possible severe accidents in PWR nuclear power plants.

CONCLUSIONS

The short analysis of different typical accident regimes shows, that the introduction of
IJD in the Active Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants brings significant advantages in
comparison with the currently used IP-EM couple. The easiest to apply and the most
advantageous is the introduction of IJD in the SG emergency feed water system. Such
introduction will make this system completely immune to loss-of-electricity supply
accidents.

The IJD based feedwater system can be connected to the primary side as well. Thus
one and the same system could be used both for emergency feedwater supply to the Sgs
or for emergency core cooling, depending on the type of the accident.

The introduction of IJD in the current ECCS is now limited to accidents with small loss
of reactor coolant. Additional studies are necessary in order to evaluate the possibility for
coping with the whole range of possible leaks and to find other sources of working
medium at suitable conditions.
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